Liver cavernosal hemanginoma in childhood: a case report
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Abstract

Cavernous hemangiomas are benign tumors that present a low risk of bleeding when considering their high prevalence. They are frequent in the liver, with a frequency of 5 to 20% in the population. They present an increased risk of rupture when larger than 10 cm and with central necrosis. It is a most common primary liver lesion, and its diagnosis can be made incidentally during nonspecific evaluation of abdominal complaints. It can be diagnosed in all age groups, most frequently in women around 30-50 years of age, and rarely in children over three years of age. About 90% of these lesions are diagnosed in the first six months of life.
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Introduction

Cavernous hemangioma (CH) is the most common benign primary tumor, with the liver being the most affected internal organ. Most of these tumors are less than 5cm in diameter. When it reaches more than 4cm in diameter, they are called giant hepatic hemangiomas (HHG) and correspond to 10% of all cases. These tumors form a non-epithelial lesion of vascular origin of unknown etiology, however, there is evidence of a relationship with female hormones. Multiples are multiples, peripherals and various sizes.
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The main symptom of this injury is abdominal pain, which is the main indication for surgical treatment. The prevalence of hemangiomas is estimated to be around 5% on imaging tests, but they are evidenced in more than 20% on autopsies. It can be diagnosed in all age groups, most often in women around 30-50 years old, and it is rare in children.

The present report is about a female child diagnosed with capillary and cavernous hemangioma of the liver, submitted to resection of hepatic hemangioma and sub segmentectomy IV, V, VI and cholecystectomy.

Case report

On physical examination, the patient had more evident semiglobular abdomen in the right hypochondrium, without collateral circulation, slightly painful on palpation and with the presence of air-fluid noise. A palpable liver was identified about 8 cm below the costal margin, without pain on decompression. The patient’s mother denies comorbidities, allergies, previous transfusions, and no history of neoplastic or liver disease.

An angiographic examination was performed, which showed hepatic hemangioma irrigated by branches of the right and left hepatic arteries and irrigation by branches of the portal vein.

Computed tomography (CT) of the abdomen was also performed (Figure 1), which showed a heterogeneous lobulated lesion with venous contrast enhancement in close contact with segments IV, V and VI of the liver, pancreas head and retroperitoneum extending up to the right iliac fossa, determining compression and displacement of adjacent structures with about 16x9.3x9.4 cm and volume of 727.3 cm³ (Figure 1). Doppler ultrasonography (US) showed a solid lesion in the right lobe (segment V) of the anterior hepatic region, with the presence of biphasic circulatory flow (image not presented).

An attempt at surgical resection was performed, however, the outcome of this attempt was only removal of the specimen for biopsy, which was performed outside the unit, and later, the patient was referred to our service for evaluation. The histopathological result of the surgical specimen (Figure 2) confirmed hepatic cavernous hemangioma.
Figure 1. Abdominal CT scan showing a lobulated lesion, with great extension to the right iliac fossa. Compression and displacement of adjacent structures measuring about 16×9.3 X 9.4 cm.

Figure 2. Surgical piece removed.

After about a year of investigation, she underwent resection of hepatic hemangioma and IV, V, VI and cholecystectomy.
segmentectomy, where a liver lesion measuring about 15 cm, exophilic, without involvement of the hepatic hilum was evidenced (Figure 3).

The postoperative period was followed in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) bed, where a good clinical evolution was noted, without the need for blood transfusion or vasoactive drugs, progressing with the diet and carrying out prophylactic antibiotic therapy without complications. She was discharged from the ICU to the ward on the (3rd) postoperative day. Blake's drain with decreasing output was in good aspect, being removed uneventfully. She was discharged from the hospital on the 7th postoperative day, being released with a prescription for symptomatic patients, use of an abdominal girdle and high-compression elastic stockings. The patient evolved with satisfactory postoperative recovery, with no complaints and complete remission of symptoms.

Figure 3. Resection of hepatic hemangioma and sub segmentectomy IV, V, VI and cholecystectomy, where the liver lesion measuring about 15 cm was evidenced.

Discussion and Conclusion

In 1898, the first hemangioma treated with liver resection by Hermann Pfannestil was reported. More than a hundred years later, tumor enucleation was described in the literature. Enucleation with inflow control is one of
the ways of resection of hemangiomas and has shown a lower rate of complications when compared to hepatectomies.

Hepatic hemangiomas represent about 12% of infantile liver tumors. Large hemangiomas in children can result in congestive heart failure secondary to arteriovenous shunt. Laparoscopic liver surgery may be eligible in patients with peripheral benign lesions, such as those located in segments II and III or segments V and VI. Large lesions in the right lobe or more centrally located with involvement of the portal vein, inferior vena cava, or proximal hilar are best approached through the open approach.

Hepatic hemangiomas are common benign lesions, typically identified on imaging tests indicated for other reasons. However, depending on the type of injury or injuries found, symptoms may develop, the main ones being abdominal pain, compression of adjacent structures and hematological complications. Still, most injuries are treated conservatively, with outpatient follow-up and periodic imaging exams.

Surgical indication should not only consider isolated aspects of the lesion, but it is observed that laparoscopic enucleation can bring similar results to open surgery, with less risk of bleeding and shorter hospital stay. Despite this, in patients with voluminous lesions, from more central locations, open surgery seems to be better indicated. In any case, for all cases, all treatment options available for this benign lesion, which in most cases is asymptomatic and commonly unknown by its patients, must be evaluated.
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